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ABOUT PATBOARD

We believe in visual and physical
At PATboard we believe in working agile. Our products are designed out of our passion for scrum and lean project management. We think physical and visual tools improve interaction and communication within a team.

Creating visual tools is in our DNA. We see it as our mission to make tools to help teams perform better and have more fun doing it. Our products offer the perfect tools for lean and agile project management.

OUR CUSTOMERS

Helping our customers
We are driven to help our customers improve their agile and scrum project management. That mission and our focus on product quality is why our customers love our products.

Excellent (Reviews.io)
Our customers reviewed us as EXCELLENT and gave us 4.68 out of 5 stars. We are proud at the fact that 96% of our reviewers would recommend PATboard to others.
SCRUM BOARD - FULL TOOL SET
FOLD
Fold the edge of each card so you can grab and stack more easily.

COLUMN cards
Used to define the columns on your board.

PATIlanes
With our adjustable lanes you divide your board into columns or rows.

STORYcards
STORYcards are a bit longer than TASKcards so there is enough space to write down your user stories.

TASKcards
The standard task card. This card is used for all your tasks on the board.

STACK
Stack all the unused cards at the bottom of your board.

TEAM & EMOTicons
Icons can be used to assign cards to members in your team and emojis to give characteristics to a task.

IMPEDIMENT cards
With this small card you can mark your impediments.

Write
The ink of our markers will dry in a few seconds. Don't use whiteboard or permanent markers!

Wash
Hold the cards under a running tap and be amazed how easily the ink will wash off with water.

Share
Discover with your team and stakeholders how simple communication can become.
MAGNETIC VS GLASS

MAGNETIC
- Reusable
- Sticks to metal surfaces
- Magnetic backing
- Rewritable

GLASS
- Reusable
- Sticks to all 100% flat surfaces
- Sticky backing (no glue!)
- Rewritable
SCRUM BOARD - FULL TOOL SET
> Full scrum board magnets set
> Includes 137 items:
> 96 magnetic TASKcards
> 16 magnetic STORYcards
> 7 magnetic COLUMNcards
> 8 IMPEDIMENTcards
> 4 PATlanes
> 4 color pens (0.6 mm)
> 1 black pen (2.5 mm)
> Easy dry sheets

SCRUM BOARD - HOME TOOL SET
> Home scrum board set
> Includes 23 items:
> 16 magnetic TASKcards
> 3 magnetic COLUMNcards
> 2 PATlanes
> 1 black pen
> Easy dry sheets

SCRUM BOARD - BASIC TOOL SET
> Basic scrum board magnets set
> Includes 64 items:
> 48 magnetic TASKcards
> 8 magnetic STORYcards
> 3 magnetic COLUMNcards
> 2 PATlanes
> 1 black pen (0.6 mm)
> 1 black pen (2.5 mm)
> Easy dry sheets

Our complete magnetic tool sets include everything you need to get started with your scrum or kanban board. All sets come with COLUMNcards, TASKcards, PATlanes and a pen to write down your tasks. You only need to decide on the set that suits your projects.
BOARD ITEMS

SCRUM MAGNETS - COLUMN CARDS (7X)
- Set of 7 magnetic COLUMNcards
- Including: backlog/sprint/to do/doing/verify/done/blank
- Size 17 x 7.8 cm (6.7 x 3.1 in)

SCRUM MAGNETS - BLANC COLUMNCARDS
- To create your own columns
- 2 blanc COLUMNcards
- Size 17 x 7.8 cm (6.7 x 3.1 in)

SCRUM IMPEDIMENT CARDS
- To indicate impediments on your board
- 8 IMPEDIMENT cards
- Size 3.3 cm x 8 cm (1.3 in x 3.1 in)

SCRUM MAGNETS - COLUMN CARDS (3X)
- Set of 3 column cards
- Including: to do/doing/done
- Size 17 x 7.8 cm (6.7 x 3.1 in)

PATLANES COLUMN DIVIDER
- Creates columns and rows
- Adjustable in length
- Set of 4 PATlanes
- Length 10-110 cm (4-42 in)

STORY CARDS
- To write down your stories
- STORYcards are a bit longer
- Set of 16 STORYcards
- Size 13.5 x 7 cm (5.3 x 2.8 in)
Our emoticons and TEAMicons give teams the opportunity to visualize even more on their board. Emoticons can be used to show the state or progress of tasks. It instantly shows which tasks need more attention and which are on schedule. Our TEAMicons can be used for task division and visualize ‘who is doing what’.

**EMOTICON SMILEY SET (5x)**
- To visualize progress on your tasks
- 5 different emoticons:
  - Happy/needs improvement/sad/OMG/devil
- For every emoticon 1 large and 8 small icons
- Reusable
- Sticks to every flat surface
- Size large icon 5 x 5 cm (2 x 2 in)
- Size small icon 2.4 x 2.4 cm (0.9 x 0.9 in)

**TEAM ICON SET SUPERHERO**
- To visualize ‘who is doing what’
- 5 different superhero's
- For every superhero 1 large and 11 small icons
- Reusable
- Sticks to every flat surface
- Size large icon 5 x 5 cm (2 x 2 in)
- Size small icon 2.4 x 2.4 cm (0.9 x 0.9 in)

**TEAM ICON SET ANIMAL**
- To visualize ‘who is doing what’
- Set includes 60 icons
- 5 different animals
- For every animal 1 large and 11 small icons
- Reusable
- Sticks to every flat surface
- Size large icon 5 x 5 cm (2 x 2 in)
- Size small icon 2.4 x 2.4 cm (0.9 x 0.9 in)
IN MULTIPLE COLORS

BLUE
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

ORANGE
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

NAVY BLUE
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

BLACK
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

GREEN
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

MAGENTA
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

YELLOW
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

GREY
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

LIME
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

MINT GREEN
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

RED
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

PURPLE
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)
BLUE IN THREE SIZES

TASK CARD BLUE - LARGE
> Magnetic TASKcard
> Extra large for more writing space
> Color blue
> Includes 8 task cards
> Size 16 x 10.8 cm (6.3 x 3.4 in)

TASK CARD BLUE - MEDIUM
> Magnetic TASKcard
> Standard size M (as in all our sets)
> Available in 12 different colors
> Includes 16 task cards (single color)
> Size 10.5 x 7 cm (4.1 x 2.8 in)

TASK CARD BLUE - SMALL
> Magnetic TASKcard
> Smallest size for when you don’t need much writing space
> Color blue
> Includes 16 task cards
> Size 8.8 x 5.8 cm (3.5 x 2.3 in)
Our agile weekly planner magnets are the perfect agile tools. With these sets you can turn any board into a large planner. Use it to easily align and plan tasks per day.

**AGILE WEEKLY PLANNER BOARD SET - FULL**
- Includes 120 items
- 96 magnetic TASKcards
- 7 magnetic COLUMNcards for each week day
- 8 IMPEDIMENTcards
- 4 PATlanes
- 4 color pens (0.6 mm in red, blue, green, black)
- 1 black pen (1 - 2.5 mm)
- Easy dry sheets

**AGILE WEEKLY PLANNER BOARD SET - BASIC**
- Includes 61 items
- 48 magnetic TASKcards
- 7 magnetic COLUMNcards for each week day
- 4 PATlanes
- 1 black pen (0.6 mm)
- 1 black pen (1 - 2.5 mm)
- Easy dry sheets

**COLUMNCARDS WEEKLY PLANNER**
- 7 magnetic COLUMNcards
- Mon/Tue/Wed/Thu/Fri/Sat/Sun
LEAN PLANNING FULL SET
- Includes 204 items, including:
  - 53 WEEK#cards/28 weekday cards
  - 12 month cards/96 item cards
  - 6 PATrulers/6 PATlanes
  - 6 label cards
  - 4 color pens 0.6mm
  - wet wipes/easy dry sheet

LEAN WEEKNUMBER SET
- Includes 61 items, including:
  - 53 WEEK#cards
  - 3 PATrulers
  - 2 LABELcards
  - 1 black pen 0.6mm
  - Wet wipes
  - 1 easy dry sheet

LEAN PLANNING MONTH SET
- Includes 17 items, including:
  - 12 MONTHcards
  - 2 LABELcards
  - 1 black pen (1-2.5 mm)
  - Wet wipes
  - 1 easy dry sheet

LEAN PLANNING DAYS OF THE WEEK
- For a 1 week planning
- Includes 8 cards (days of the week)
- Includes 1 black pen (0.6 mm)
- Size LABELcard 11.1 x 5.4cm (4.4x2.1 in)
- Size WEEKcards 5.6 x 6.1 cm (2.2 x 2.4 in)

LEAN PLANNING ITEM CARDS
- Includes 16 cards (of one color)
- Available in 6 colors: blue/green/grey/magenta/orange/yellow
- Size 6.4 x 8.2 cm (2.5 x 3.2 in)

Our LEAN planning set is the perfect tool to plan a waste reduction period. Resulting in reduced costs and improved results. A process also known as lean manufacturing.
SCRUM AND KANBAN BOARD ITEMS FOR GLASS
SCRUM BOARD - FULL KIT FOR GLASS
> Full scrum board set for glass
> Includes 135 items:
> 96 TASKcards
> 16 STORYcards
> 7 COLUMNcards
> 8 IMPEDIMENTcards
> 4 PATlanes
> 4 color pens (0.6 mm)
> 1 black pen (2.5 mm)
> Easy dry sheets

SCRUM BOARD - BASIC KIT FOR GLASS
> Basic scrum/kanban board set for glass
> Includes 65 items:
> 48 TASKcards (in one random color)
> 8 STORYcards
> 3 COLUMNcards
> 2 PATlanes
> 1 black pen (0.6 mm)
> 1 black pen (2.5 mm)
> Easy dry sheets & wet wipes

SCRUM BOARD - HOME KIT GLASS
> Home scrum/kanban set for glass
> Includes 23 items:
> 16 TASKcards
> 3 COLUMNcards
> 2 PATlanes
> 1 black pen (0.6 mm)
> easy dry sheets

Our complete tool sets for glass include everything you need to get started with your scrum or kanban board. All sets include our COLUMNcards, TASKcards, PATlanes and a pen to write down your tasks. You only need to decide on the size that suits your projects.
**BOARD ITEMS**

**COLUMN CARDS FOR GLASS (7x)**
- Set of 7 COLUMN cards for glass
- Including: backlog/sprint/to do/doing/verify/done/blank
- Size: 17 x 7.8 cm (6.7 x 3.1 in)

**COLUMN CARDS FOR GLASS (3X)**
- Set of 3 COLUMN cards for glass
- Including: to do/doing/done
- Size: 17 cm x 7.8 cm (6.7 in x 3.1 in)

**COLUMN CARDS BLANC FOR GLASS**
- Set of 2 blanc COLUMN cards for glass
- Writable to create your own columns
- Size: 17 x 7.8 cm (6.7 x 3.1 in)

**IMPEDIMENT CARDS FOR GLASS**
- Set of 8 IMPEDIMENT cards for glass
- Size: 3.3 cm x 8 cm (1.3 x 3.1 in)

**PATLANES COLUMN DIVIDERS**
- To create columns and rows
- Adjustable in length
- Set of 4 PATlanes
- Length: 10-110 cm (4-42 in)

**STORY CARDS FOR GLASS**
- To write down your stories
- STORY cards are a bit longer
- Set of 16 STORY cards
- Size: 13.7 x 7 cm (5.3 x 2.8 in)
GLASS

TASK CARDs

ORANGE
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.7 x 7 cm (4.2 x 2.7 in)

MAGENTA
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.7 x 7 cm (4.2 x 2.7 in)

RED
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.7 x 7 cm (4.2 x 2.7 in)

YELLOW
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.7 x 7 cm (4.2 x 2.7 in)

GREY
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.7 x 7 cm (4.2 x 2.7 in)

BLACK
TASKcard medium (16x)
10.7 x 7 cm (4.2 x 2.7 in)
LEAN PROCESS MAPPING FULL SET FOR GLASS
> To create the coolest process mapping board
> Set includes 178 items
> For use on glass or 100% flat surfaces
MAKE IT PERSONAL
Order customized cards for your agile, scrum or kanban board. Whether you want to include your company logo, have magnets in different sizes or a new concept altogether, let us know. Our products can be ordered in many sizes and colors. They are reusable, washable and make work more fun!
BOARDS

We offer a variety of boards. Ranging from standard white- or glassboards to custom made boards. See our website for a full overview.

STANDARD WHITEBOARDS
- Traditional boards
- Different options
- Different sizes

LINTEX DESIGN WHITEBOARDS
- Design whiteboards
- Different designs
- Different sizes

LINTEX MOBILE WHITEBOARDS
- Mobile whiteboards
- Different sizes

LINTEX FABRIC GLASSBOARD
- Combination of glass board and fabric
- Luxerious design

LINTEX DESIGN GLASSBOARDS
- Design glassboards
- Frameless
- Different sizes

CUSTOM WHITEBOARDS
- Custom made boards
- Option to include your logo
- Custom sizes
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

All PATboard magnets come with a 2-year warranty. Ensuring you always have high quality products on hand and helping you to maintain streamlined team efforts without delays.

MADE & DESIGNED IN HOLLAND

We design and manufacture our own products. This is how we ensure top quality and the ability to design products that meet the needs of our customers. We are based in Holland, that’s near Amsterdam 😊.
Dutch Design
Designed and manufactured in Holland.
> patboard.com